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CONCEPT 01
MY SIDEKICK WATCH: AN EFFICIENT TOOL FOR WATER QUALITY TESTING

My Sidekick Watch scans
and stores the results
displayed by lab
equipment, and also
provides audio cues when
a step in the process
is forgotten.

Interactive screen
to display the
status & data

Scanner at the end
of the strap.

STORYBOARD 01
MY SIDEKICK WATCH: AN EFFICIENT TOOL FOR WATER QUALITY TESTING
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Sarah comes to the lab
after gathering water
samples from the
creeks. She carries water
bottles full of water from
different creeks.

After putting the water
bottles on the counter,
Sarah immediately looks
at her sidekick watch to
begin the analysis
process.

Sarah selects the creek
she wants to start with.

Sarah chooses to do the
nitrate analysis first
today.

Sarah is about to pour
the creek water into the
test tube to start the
analysis.

Sarah is surprised
because her
sidekick watch
suddenly starts beeping.

Sidekick watch displays
a reminder for Sarah to
rinse the test tube first
before pouring the
creek water into it.

Sarah rinses the test
tube with distilled water,
and then pours the
creek water.

Sarah puts the test tube
into the colorimeter to
conduct the analysis.

She waits a few minutes
for the colorimeter to
finish the test.

The colorimeter shows
the result after the test
is done.

Sarah scans the result
displayed on the
colorimeter screen
using Sidekick watch.

My Sidekick Watch
shows the scanned
result and saves the
data.

My Sidekick Watch
displays the creek
selection screen. Sarah
can choose to continue
with another analysis or
choose a different creek.

CONCEPT 02
MAD LAB: A RE-DESIGN OF THE LAB AND ITS EQUIPMENT

The Mad Lab has a
labelled shelf for the
beakers, pipes to drain
waste, and printed creek
names on the lids of
test tubes.

Labeled shelf for
beakers and test tubes.

Easy waste drainage
pipe for dumping
excess waste.
Drawers for storing
equipment.

STORYBOARD 02
MAD LAB: A RE-DESIGN OF THE LAB AND ITS EQUIPMENT
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Grace comes into the
lab after gathering water
samples from the
creeks. She carries water
bottles full of water from
different creeks.

Grace pours creek water
from a bottle to the
labelled beaker.

Grace puts the filled
beaker to its assigned
slot in the wall. Placing
beakers in an indented
shelf in the wall frees up
counter space and
prevents spills.

She rinses the test tube
she will use for the
analysis with distilled
water. She then dumps
the water into the funnel
opening of the
easy-access waste
draining pipe, which is
set on the edge of the
counter.

After pouring creek
water into the rinsed test
tube, Grace pours the
chemical powder into
the water for analysis.

Grace secures the test
tube with the lid that has
the assigned creek’s
name printed on it. This
makes it easier for her
because she may forget
which creek she is
testing after chatting
with her team members.

Grace puts the test tube
into the colorimeter to
conduct the analysis.

She writes down the
result of the analysis.
Grace looks at the
printed lid, which acts as
an easy reminder of
which creek was tested.

Grace cleans the test
tube and once again
dumps the water into
the easy-access waste
draining pipe.

After all the analyses are
done, Grace puts the
equipment back in the
drawers to keep the lab
tidy.

Grace dumps all the
garbage into the
garbage container
located under the sink.

The laboratory is tidy
after each week’s water
quality analyses.

CONCEPT 03
SCREEN OF WONDERS: AN INTERACTIVE SCREEN FOR WORK AND PLAY

Interactive screen
The Screen of Wonders
allows members to input
test results, access
graphs, make notes, and
play games with other
team members as they
wait for results.

helps with the
water analyses.

Screen is set on a
rail so it can move.

STORYBOARD 03
SCREEN OF WONDERS: AN INTERACTIVE SCREEN FOR WORK AND PLAY
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Sarah and the other

When Sarah touches the

The screen goes to the

Sarah puts the test tube

As Sarah is waiting for

Since the wait time for

When the colorimeter is

After getting the result

Once Sarah taps on a

Grace, who is on the

Once all the data is

After they are done,

members enter the

screen to start the

“Data Log” screen,

in the colorimeter to

the result, she looks at a

the colorimeter tests are

finally finished with its

from the colorimeter,

cell in the table, a

other side of the

stored, Sarah makes

Sarah and the other

laboratory after

analyses, the screen

which is the default

analyze the water

graph of Mossom

long, Sarah asks the

analysis, it beeps and

Sarah goes back to the

numeric keyboard will

counter, now needs the

additional notes on the

members end the

collecting water

shows the “Welcome”

screen. Sarah and the

sample.

Creek’s previous test

other members to play a

notifies Sarah that it is

“Data Log” screen. She

pop-up for her to input

screen to input her

“Report” screen if

session on the screen

samples. The screen

screen. She selects the

other members begin

results on the “Data

game together on the

done.

taps on the correct cell

the result.

results. Sarah pushes the

necessary. Notes include

and leave. The screens

saver displays upcoming

members who are

testing.

Visualization” screen.

“Game” screen.

to enter the result to the

screen, which is set on a

what needs to be

present congratulatory

events or important

present in order to

She can filter the

Members can pause the

computer.

rail, to the other side for

stocked and what

words before going

notices of the hatchery.

proceed.

visualizations based on

game when their results

Grace to use.

equipment needs fixing.

back to the screen saver.

time and other factors.

are ready.

